In this work, we analyzed a recent proposal to detect SU (N ) continuum Yang-Mills sectors labeled by center vortices, inspired by Laplacian-type center gauges in the lattice. Initially, after the introduction of appropriate external sources, we obtained a rich set of sector-dependent Ward identities, which can be used to control the form of the divergences. Next, we were able to show the all-order multiplicative renormalizability of the center-vortex free sector. These are important steps towards the establishment of a first principles, welldefined, and calculable Yang-Mills ensemble. * diego fiorentini@id.uff.br † davidjunior@id.uff.br ‡
Introduction
As is well-known, the Fadeev-Popov procedure to quantize Yang-Mills (YM) theories [1] , so successful to make contact with experiments at high energies, cannot be extended to the infrared regime [2, 3] . In covariant gauges, this was established by Singer's theorem [4] : for any gaugefixing, there are orbits with more than one gauge field satisfying the proposed condition. In a geometrical language, the YM principal bundle has a topological obstruction which makes it impossible to find a global section f in the complete gauge field configuration space {A µ }.
A way to cope with this problem was extensively studied in the last decades, mostly in the Landau and linear covariant gauges. This is the Gribov-Zwanziger (GZ) approach [5, 6, 7, 8] , where the configurations to be path-integrated are restricted so as to avoid infinitesimal copies. Along this line, a refined BRST invariant action was obtained in Euclidean spacetime [9, 10, 11, 12] , which provides a calculational tool similar to the one used in the perturbative regime. Beyond the linear covariant gauges, many efforts were also devoted to the maximal Abelian gauges, see Ref. [13] and references therein. The BRST invariance is an important feature to have predictive power (renormalizability), as well as to show independence of observables on gauge-fixing parameters. Another interesting feature of the GZ approach is that the gluon Green's functions get drastically modified in the infrared, pointing to a destabilization of the perturbative regime. The perturbative pole that would correspond to an asymptotic massless particle is replaced by an infrared suppressed behavior. However, as the Green's functions are not gauge invariant objects, it is not clear how to define gluon confinement. A related discussion is regarding the presence of complex poles in the gluon Green's functions, which led to look for correlators of gauge invariant operators only displaying physical poles [14] . Alternatives for the GZ treatment were also proposed, see for instance [15, 16, 17, 18, 19] .
A deeper issue is how to get closer to the confinement of quark probes in pure YM theories, whose order parameter is the Wilson loop. This phenomenon is not only associated to a linearly rising potential but to the formation of a flux tube (see [20, 21] and references therein) with transverse collective modes [22, 23] . This is a physical object on its own, which is well beyond the language of Green's functions and the usual Feynman diagrams. Then, a fundamental question is if there is a first principles formulation of YM theories which allows to envisage a connection with a confining flux tube.
In this regard, since the very beginning of gauge theories, we were used to pick a gauge fixing and then do the calculations for this choice. When confronted with Singer's theorem, this naturally led to a restriction on {A µ } to eliminate the associated Gribov copies. However, we could try to resolve the obstruction possed by this theorem in a different way. While Singer's theorem states that it is impossible to construct a global section f , it does not rule out the possibility of covering {A µ } with local regions V α , each one having its own well-defined local section f α , for A µ ∈ V α .
In Ref. [24] , an approach motivated by lattice center gauges was proposed in the continuum. There, a tuple of auxiliary adjoint fields ψ I ∈ su(N ), with I being a flavor index, were initially introduced by means of an identity, thus keeping the pure YM dynamics unchanged. The identity was constructed using equations of motion that correlate A µ with ψ I . Next, a polar decomposition in terms of a "modulus" tuple q I and phase S was applied to the fields ψ I
(for the definition of modulus, see Sec. 2). As this was done covariantly, a gauge transformed field A U µ is mapped to
Although A µ is smooth, S[A] generally contains defects, which cannot be eliminated by gauge transformations. This makes it impossible to define a global reference phase. Instead, we have to split {A µ } into sectors V(S 0 ), formed by those A µ that can be gauge transformed to some A µ with S[A] = S 0 . The condition for copies in the orbit of A µ is S[A U ] = S 0 , which due to Eq. (2) implies U ≡ I. Therefore, on each sector, there are no copies. Indeed, the sectors V(S 0 ) provide a partition of the configuration space:
where the labels S 0 are representatives of the classes obtained from the equivalence relation,
In particular, the different V(S 0 ) cannot contain physically equivalent gauge fields. Therefore, the partition function and the average of an observable O over {A µ } become a sum over partial contributions
Configurations with regular S[A] are in the same sector, which may be labeled by S 0 ≡ I. This sector is expected to be the relevant one for describing weakly interacting particles in the UV regime. On the other hand, in the region around a distribution of closed surfaces, smooth variables A µ may involve large gauge transformations with multivalued angles in their formulation. Accordingly, S[A] and the associated choice of S 0 is characterized by a distribution of center vortices and correlated monopoles with non-Abelian degrees of freedom (d.o.f.) [25] . Then, from this perspective, the Singer no-go theorem appears as the foundational basis for the YM theory to give place to a YM ensemble. Concerning the possible relation with quark confinement, center vortices have been considered as relevant degrees to describe the infrared properties of YM theory [26, 27, 28] . In the lattice, at asymptotic distances, they account for a Wilson loop area law with N -ality [29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39] . More recently, phenomenological ensembles containing the possible defects that characterize S 0 led to effective models that can accommodate the properties of the confining flux tube [25] .
The aim of this work is to advance towards the establishment of a Yang-Mills ensemble from first principles. In this respect, renormalizability of each sector Z S 0 YM is important to have well-defined calculable partial contributions. In Ref. [24] , we showed that each V(S 0 ) has its own BRST transformation. Although the algebraic structure does not change from sector to sector, the regularity conditions of the ghosts do change. This is needed in order for the regularity conditions, at the defects of S 0 , to be BRST invariant. That is, the field modes to expand ψ I are inherited by the ghosts. Here, we were able to prove the all-order multiplicative renormalizability of the center-vortex free sector, which we expect to be essentialy perturbative. In other sectors, most of the Ward identities remain valid, but the ghost equation should be modified by sector-dependent terms. Additionaly, new counterterms arise located at the centervortex guiding centers. The associated difficulties for establishing the renormalizability of these sectors will be dealt with in a future contribution.
2 The YM quantization on the V(S 0 )-sectors As proposed in [24] , the correlation between the gauge field A µ and the phase S(A), used to fix the gauge on each sector, can be done by means of the solutions to the equations of motion
We initially choose the auxiliary potential V aux (ψ) to be the most general one constructed in terms of antisymmetric structure constants, and containg up to quartic terms. Then, besides color symmetry, we take I = 1, . . . , N 2 − 1 and impose adjoint flavor symmetry:
where γ is general a color and flavor invariant tensor, i.e.,
composed of combinations of antisymmetric structure constants and Kronecker deltas, while µ and κ are mass parameters. In order for the procedure to be well-defined, a potential with minima displaying SU (N ) → Z(N ) is essential. This pattern, which can be easily accommodated by N 2 − 1 flavors [40] , produces a strong correlation between A µ and the local phase S[A]. As in Ref. [24] , a tuple q
is a reference tuple of linearly independent vectors. Then, if we perform an infinitesimal rotation of q I with generator X, we get (q I − u I , [q I , X]) = 0 for every X ∈ su(N ). That is, the polar decomposition and the modulus condition become
At the quantum level, to filter the configurations A µ ∈ V(S 0 ), an identity was constructed from a Dirac delta functional over the scalar field equations of motion, together with flavored ghosts c I [24] . Then, ψ I was restricted to have a polar decomposition with a local phase of the form S = U S 0 , where U is regular and S 0 contains center-vortex and correlated monopole defects. In particular, by using a reference tuple u I in the vacua manifold, we require the asymptotic condition q I → u I , plus appropriate regularity conditions at the defects of S 0 (see Sec. 3.1). Next, the gauge-fixing in this sector was implemented by changing variables to A µ , A µ = A U µ . Thus, in the gauge-fixed expressions we can write A µ in the place of A µ , and
in the place of ψ I . The presence of S 0 occurs because, when performing a shift of group variables within the Fadeev-Popov procedure, it is impossible to eliminate S 0 with a regular gauge transformation. The pure modulus condition can also be written as [η I , ζ I ] = 0, using the classical (background) field η I ≡ S 0 u I S −1 0 . The full Yang Mills action in this gauge is then given by
The action (12) is invariant under the following BRST transformations [24] sA a µ =
Conveniently, the gauge fixing terms can be written as a BRST-exact term, so that the action (12) is equivalent to
Some remarks about the BRST invariance
Let us focus on the flavor-sector, which implements the correlation between the gauge field and the auxiliary adjoint scalar fields
which can be written as
with δV H δψ a
As discussed in [41, 42] , in order to control the gauge-parameter independence of invariant correlation functions, it is convenient to extend the action of the BRST operator s on the gauge-fixinig parameters as
where (U 2 , K, Λ) are constant Grassmann parameters with ghost number 1 and mass dimension 2, 1 and zero, respectively. Thus, since physical quantities must belong to the (nontrivial) cohomology of the s-operator, all the gauge-fixing parameters will be on the trivial sector of the cohomology of this operator, in accordance with the BRST doublet theorem [42] . The complete classical action S f is given by
which is invariant under the extended transformations (19) . The full action in the flavor-sector is the following
3 The complete action and its symmetries
Owing to the nonlinearity of the BRST transformations (14) , the renormalization of some composite operators is necessary. With this purpose, we need to couple a source to each nonlinear variation of the fields, which can be done in a BRST-exact manner by imposing the s-variation of all these sources to be zero, i.e.,
with s(K a µ ,C a , Q a I ,L a I , L a I , B a I ) = 0. An additional pair of external sources (M ab I , N ab I ), to form a convenient composite operator, will also be necessary
These sources will be used to restore the Ward identities associated to the ghost and anti-ghost equations, a key step towards the algebraic proof of renormalizability. After the introduction of the external sources, for the complete extended classical action Σ one has
which is invariant under the full set of BRST transformations 
Regularity conditions in sectors labeled by magnetic defects
As an example, let us consider a sector labeled by a center-vortex, In this case, the singular gauge transformation S 0 may be given by S 0 = e iχ2N ωpTp , where ω being a weight of the fundamental representation (see [24] and refs. therein). The generators T p , p = 1, . . . , N − 1, belong to the Cartan sector of su(N ), while χ is multivalued when we go around the vortex worldsheet. The color components of the field q I are defined by q I = q a I T a , a = 1 . . . N 2 −1. The Lie basis consists of N − 1 Cartan elements T q , and a pair of elements E α , E −α = E † α for each positive root α of su(n). To compute ζ I in Eq. (11), we can use
Therefore, to ensure regularity, the components q α I such that α · β = 0 must vanish on the vortex worldsheet. However, as argued in [24] , we must make sure that this regularity condition is invariant under BRST transformations. That is, for these roots we must impose sq α I = 0 on the vortex worldsheet. A way to impose these conditions is to add to the action the following term
The fields ξ α I ,λ α I are Lagrange multipliers satisfying sλ α I = 0, sξ α I = −λ α I , andx(σ 1 , σ 2 ) is a parametrization of the vortex worldsheet. To account for a general sector, we should consider a general source J(x) localized on te various magnetic defects. Using these BRST transformations, we can write S b.c. = x s(Jξ α I ζ α I ), and the full action in this sector turns out to be
where Σ was defined in Eq. (24) . This is an important construction, since the Quantum Action Principle [43, 44, 45, 46, 47] can be applied to the action in this form.
Ward identities
In the center-vortex free sector, the action and BRST transformations are those of eqs. (24), (25) , respectively, with ζ I and η I replaced by q I and u I , respectively. We now display the rich set of Ward identities enjoyed by this action:
• The Slavnov-Taylor identity: 
which is nilpotent,
• The antighost equationḠ a Σ = N ab
with the anti-ghost operator given bȳ
• The ghost equation
with the ghost operator given by
• Ghost number equation: (38)
• Global flavor symmetry:
where we have defined the flavor charge operator 
This symmetry can be used to define new conserved quantum number in the auxiliary flavor sector, the Q-charge. Thus, this symmetry forbids combinations of composite fields with nonvanishing Q-charge. The corresponding values of this charge, for each field, source and parameter, is assigned in a similar way to the ghost numbers [42] .
• Exact rigid symmetry: Notice that the right-hand sides of the broken Ward identities, that is, the gauge fixing condition, the anti-ghost equation, and the ghost equation, are linear in the quantum fields. This is compatible with the Quantum Action Principle, i.e., they remain classical in the perturbative expansion [42] . For further use, the quantum numbers of all fields, sources and parameters are displayed in the Tables 1, 2 and 3 (B stands for bosonic and F for fermionic statistics).
Fields
A In a general sector, the action (29) satisfies most of these Ward identities, up to minor modifications. More precisely, the following WI are satisfied:
• The Slavnov-Taylor identity:
• Gauge fixing condition
• The antighost equation. Note that the anti-ghost operator is the same of the center-vortex free sector:Ḡ
• Ghost number equation:
• Exact rigid symmetry:
4 Renormalizability of the center-vortex free sector
In order to prove that the action Σ (cf. Eq. (24)) is multiplicatively renormalizable in the center-vortex free sector, we follow the algebraic renormalization setup [42] . By means of the Ward identities previously derived, we characterize the most general invariant local counterterm Σ c.t. , which can be freely added to the starting action Σ. According to the Quantum Action Principle [43, 44, 45, 46, 47] , Σ c.t. is an integrated local polynomial in the fields and external sources of dimension bounded by four, and has the same quantum numbers as the starting action Σ. Further, we require that the perturbed action Σ + ǫΣ c.t. satisfy the same Ward identities and constraints of Σ [42] , to the first order 1 in the perturbation parameter ǫ. In this manner, we obtain the following set of constraints:
The first one means that Σ c.t. belongs to the cohomology of the nilpotent linearized operator B Σ , in the space of integrated local polynomials in the fields, sources and parameters bounded by dimension four. From the general results on the BRST cohomolgy of Yang-Mills theories, it follows that Σ c.t. can be decomposed as
where ∆ −1 denotes a four-dimensional integrated quantity in the fields, sources and parameters with ghost number −1 and vanishing flavor charge. The term B Σ ∆ (−1) in the equation above corresponds to the trivial solution, i.e., to the exact part of the cohomology of the BRST operator. On the other hand, the quantity ∆ identifies the nontrivial solution, namely the cohomology of B Σ , meaning that ∆ = B Σ∆ , for some local integrated polynomial∆. In order for the action to be multiplicatively renormalizable, the counterterm must be reabsorbed in the classical action by a multiplicative renormalization of the fields (F), sources, and parameters (J ),
where the label "0" indicates bare quantities. By convention we choose the renormalization factors as
The coefficients {z F , z J } are linear combinations of the free parameters in the counter-term,
. By direct inspection, and with the help of Tables 1, 2 , and 3, one can find that the most general counter-term with vanishing Q-charge is of the form 
After a long but straightforward computation, the constraints imposed by the Ward identities (49) are the following
The most general counter-term consistent with all the Ward identities is therefore
Conclusions
In the last decades, various approaches aimed at understanding confinement have been extensively explored. They were based on numerous theoretical ideas, Monte Carlo simulations, phenomenological and effective models. The Gribov-Zwanzinger scenario is among those closer to the first principles of SU (N ) YM theory. In the lattice, SU (N ) (Monte Carlo) configurations have also been analyzed, leading to the detection of percolating center vortices and monopoles as dominant degrees in the infrared. On the other side, far from the YM fundaments, topological solutions to effective Yang-Mills-Higgs (YMH) models successfully reproduced asymptotic properties of the confining flux tube [48, 49, 50] (see also [40, 51] and references therein). Some connections have been established between these approaches. Center vortices lie on the common boundary of the fundamental modular and Gribov regions [52] . Recently, in Ref. [25] , a phenomenological ensemble of percolating center-vortex worldsurfaces was generated by emergent gauge fields, which are the Goldstone modes in a condensate of center-vortex loops. The inclusion of monopoles with non-Abelian d.o.f. on center vortices was effectively represented by adjoint Higgs fields. These elements were then related to effective YMH models that can accommodate confining flux tubes with N -ality.
Then, we may envisage a long road that starting from YM first principles leads to an ensemble, and then from the ensemble to the confining flux tube. Regarding the possible transition from YM theory to a YM ensemble, we believe that a controlled initial step was done in Ref. [24] , where a continuum version of the lattice Laplacian-type center gauges was proposed. In this formulation, the theory is defined on infinitely many sectors that give a partition of the whole configuration space. Each sector has its own BRST transformation and invariance, being labeled by a distribution of center vortices and correlated monopoles with non-Abelian d.o.f. These are precisely the above-mentioned elements needed to make contact with effective YMH models and confining flux tubes.
In this work, another step to settle the foundations of a YM ensemble was given. Initially, we pointed to the existence of a set of nonintegrated renormalizable Ward identities that control the dependence on the (adjoint) flavored auxiliary fields and ghosts. External sources were also added to restore the Faddeev-Popov ghost equation and originate a new type of quantum number. Next, we proved the renormalizability to all-orders in the center-vortex free sector, by exploring its rich set of Ward identities. In contrast to the Landau gauge, the ghost equation is not integrated, so it is more powerfull. It implies that the couterterm cannot depend on c a , and that the Faddeev-Popov ghosts do not renormalize Z c = Zc = 1, which is a very strong non-renormalization theorem. Another consequence is that the renormalization factors for the gluon field and the coupling constant are not independent, Z A = Z −1 g , since the ghost equation eliminates the conterterm A δΣ δA . A similar property was obtained in the Abelian sector of the maximal Abelian gauge [53] .
These advances encourage further studies about the sectors labeled by magnetic topological degrees. Here, we showed that not only the BRST transformations but also most Ward identities maintain the same algebraic structure. The only exception is the ghost equation, which should be modified by sector-dependent terms. Additionaly, the counterterms would also contain divergences located at the center-vortex guiding centers. The extension of renormalizability to these sectors will be investigated in a future work. Having a well-defined tool, we could implement usual techniques of QFT to gain insight about the ensemble that emerges from the YM fundaments at the different energy scales.
